






















































Static Pose distance and interpolation 
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Combining dynamic time 
warping and variable length 
blended segments (a), 
compared to a standard 
interpolated transition (b) 
Illustration of motion graph[1] (a) failure to find a 
graph walk as short and costless as the essential 
graph (b). 
Costs of all optimal paths joining all pairs of frames in the dataset.  
Dan dataset: (a) α=0.01, (b) α=0.1. JP dataset: (c) α=0.01, (d) α=0.1 [4][5].  
•  Initial graph instance 
Node = frame,  egde = transition 
 
•  Complete di-graph 
All nodes are connected with weights  
 
•  Essential sub-graph 
















•  Optimal segmet lengths li, lj, and temporal 





where d(.,.) is a static pose distance.  
D(i, j) = min












Extraction of an optimal graph structure that encodes optimal transitions 
with respect to a realism criterion  
Generation of transitions through gradual motion segments using 
dynamic time warping and variable length blended segments   
Output: novel, user guided realistic animation. 
Given a set of recorded elementary 4D models, generate “realistic” new 
animations that satisfy user specified constraints.    
Input: Video-based temporally consistent mesh sequences 
of cyclic or acyclic elementary motions. 
•  The essential graph, an optimal structure for motion data 
organization and reuse. 
•  Dynamic Time Warping & Variable Length Blended Segments, for 
more realistic motion transitions  





•  3D behavioural path synthesis 
•  Pose/time constraints  
  
•  Concatenate original and 
interpolated motion segments 
•  Rigid alignment at segment 
junctions  
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•  Polar decomposition of Deformation Gradients [2] for all mesh 
triangles yields product Riemannian manifold:  
d(.,.) = 1
2mtriangles
∑ log(R) F + log(S) F( )
!T = eλ log(R).eλ log(S )
Pose parameterization through local surface deformations:    
•  Pose metric 
•  Pose interpolation 
•  Geodesic transformation interpolation  
•  Gradient deformation with interpolated 
transformation 
•  3D Poisson Shape reconstruction [3]  
(SO(3)× S++3)
mtriangles
•  Limited data: 
–  Make exhaustive use of it 
•  User perceptual acuity: 
–  Reliable numerical realism criterion 
–  Optimal results in terms of said criterion  
•  Sensitive data: 
–  Robust mesh processing technique   
•  Complex dynamics: 
–  Robust  transition generation technique 
